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Autajon is fighting with Coronavirus beyond boundary 

During the outbreak of Coronavirus, Autajon Labels Shanghai, the French-owned company companies 

located in the Songjiang economic and Technological Development Zone, has undertaken social 

responsibilities and obligations without hesitation cooperating with customers in the production of anti-

virus products. 

In order to strengthen the prevention and control of the Coronavirus, the State Council and the 

Shanghai municipal government have issued policies to extend the Spring Festival holiday and the 

resumption of work of enterprises. At this time, Autajon Labels Shanghai received an urgent order from 

a Hubei customer. As a disinfection product manufacturer in Hubei Province, this customer urgently 

needs Autajon to cooperate in the supply of label products to fight against the virus.        

Jean-Benoît HURABIELLE-CLAVERIE, China director of Autajon Group, regardless of the fact that all the 

staff is still in the Spring Festival holiday, immediately organized a conference call to discuss the 

feasibility plan for the resumption of work, preparation for the application of resumption, personnel 

arrangement, safety protection, logistics, raw materials and other work arrangements. Under the 

leadership of Director Jean-Benoît, all staff of the company also started the 24*7 working mode. Since 

we all know that the earlier we produce the products, the earlier the products arrive in Hubei, and the 

earlier we could participate in the anti-virus campaign.       

The company has well prepared for the feasibility plan for resumption of work, but the company also 

needs to apply to the Industrial Zone for resumption of work and obtain the resumption certificate 

accordingly. Whether the company can produce ahead of time is depending on this certificate, this is a 

big challenge for the company. After several twists and turns, the official in charge of Songjiang 

Economic Development Zone was finally contacted. With the full support of the leaders of the 

Economic Development Zone, the company obtained the resumption certificate on the day of 

application and was listed as the key production company of "fighting against the Coronavirus", which 

allow the company have room to resume work immediately. 

- On January 31: Autajon Labels Shanghai successfully resumed work. 

- On February 1: The first batch of products was chartered to Hubei Province.  

- On February 3: Nanjing Pharmaceutical customer's order products were produced.  

- On February 6: Autajon Labels Shanghai received the order of new local disinfection product 

customer in Songjiang district… 

As a company returning to work ahead of time, Autajon has never slackened protective measures for 

employees. Before the commencement of work, Autajon purchased masks, medical alcohol, disinfectant 

tablets and other protective materials through various channels. Under the guidance of Songjiang 

Economic Development Zone, Autajon formulated operation manual for virus prevention and control, 

for example, anyone who enters the factory needs to take his temperature, and strengthened the 

management of canteen and site environmental sanitation management, establish employee health 

records, etc., so that employees can work in a safe environment.      

In front of the anti-virus, there is no national boundary for Autajon Labels Shanghai. After returning to 

work, the company received greetings from the CEO of Autajon group to the employees of the Chinese 

company. He said that the whole world is paying attention to China. Although France is nearly 10000 
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kilometers away from China, Autajon Group stands closely with the Chinese teams at all times, and 

appreciates the contribution of the team of Shanghai to the fight against the Coronavirus at this difficult 

time. 

 


